Can mHealth improve access to safe blood for transfusion during obstetric emergency?
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Purpose: Of the 99% maternal deaths that take place in developing countries, one-fourth is due to postpartum hemorrhage (PPH). PPH accounts for one-third of all blood transfusions in Bangladesh where the transfusion process is lengthy as most facilities do not have in-house blood bank facilities. In this context, the location where blood is obtained and the processes of obtaining blood products are not standardized, leading to preventable delays in collecting blood, when it is needed. This study evaluated the effectiveness of an online Blood Information Management Application (BIMA) system for reducing lag time in the blood transfusion process.

Patients and methods: The study was conducted in a public medical college hospital in Dhaka, Bangladesh, and in two proximate, licensed blood banks between January 2014 and March 2015, using a before after design. A total of 310 women (143 before and 177 after), who needed emergency blood transfusion during their perinatal period, as determined by a medical professional, were included in the study. A median linear regression model was employed to assess the adjusted effect of BIMA on transfusion time.

Results: After the introduction of BIMA, the median duration between the identified need for blood and blood transfusion reduced from 152 to 122 minutes (P<0.05). For PPH specifically, the reduction was from 175 to 113 minutes (P<0.05). After introducing BIMA and after adjusting for criteria such as maternal age, education, parity, duty roster of providers, and reasons for blood transfusion, a 24 minute reduction in the time was observed between the identified need for blood and transfusion (P<0.001).

Conclusion: BIMA was effective in reducing delays in blood transfusion for emergency obstetric patients. This pilot study suggests that implementing BIMA is one mechanism that has the potential to streamline blood transfusion systems in Bangladesh.
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Introduction

Globally, postpartum hemorrhage (PPH) accounts for one-quarter of maternal deaths, and the related morbidity and mortality burden is found to be the highest in developing countries.¹ A systematic review examining the geographic distribution of PPH found that PPH accounts for 30%–34% of all maternal deaths in Asia and Africa.² In Bangladesh, 31% of maternal deaths are due to PPH.³ Development of PPH is unpredictable, and if untreated PPH can kill the mother within 2 hours.⁴ The extent of morbidity and mortality associated with PPH is dependent on quick diagnosis and prompt administration of effective treatment. Management of PPH includes administration of non-pharmacological and/or pharmacological agents, (uterotonic drugs), uterine tamponade or a range of surgical techniques to control bleeding, and blood transfusion (BT) if blood loss becomes excessive.⁵ To prevent a significant number
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of preventable maternal deaths and morbidities due to obstetric hemorrhage, access to adequate and safe blood for transfusion, during and after delivery, is critical.\(^6\) Evidence has shown that, globally, up to 150,000 pregnancy-related deaths could be avoided each year if women had access to safe and sufficient blood.\(^7\) BT is one of the eight signal functions that should be available in a designated comprehensive emergency obstetric and new-born care facility.\(^8\)

### Accessing blood for medical emergencies in the Bangladeshi context

BT services have been identified as an integral and indispensable part of the health care system in Bangladesh, although there remain significant gaps between policy and practice.\(^9\) In 2002, Bangladesh enacted a safe BT law, aimed at ensuring the safety, adequacy, accessibility, and efficiency of the national blood supply.\(^10\) Ensuring a safe blood supply demands that there are willing donors and an existence of mechanisms and oversight to ensure safe preparation and storage of blood products. For blood to be safe, staff must be trained to follow health and safety procedures, and blood storage facilities must have the equipment and supplies to ensure that blood is adequately tested and safely stored. For both government and non-government transfusion centers, the Bangladesh Gazette (2008)\(^11\) published rules to ensure standard laboratory practices in blood grouping, compatibility testing, component preparation, storage, and transportation of blood and blood products. As of 2012, there were 203 government-approved (licensed) BT centers in the country, while the number of unauthorized BT centers is unknown.\(^12\) According to the Bangladesh Safe Blood Transfusion Program report in 2010, only 72% of the licensed BT centers were functional, and most BT centers were located outside of health facilities.\(^13\) Many BT centers, due to inadequate funding and a lack of oversight, face a shortage of reagents, apparatus, and skilled workers.\(^14,15\) It is estimated that approximately 600,000 units of blood are required, annually, in Bangladesh.\(^12\)

When emergent blood is needed, on-site blood facilities are rare, and the onus of obtaining blood often falls upon attendants/relatives of patients. In many instances patient attendants/relatives are unaware of where and how to obtain lifesaving blood. This has resulted in a cadre of unregulated blood brokers, aware of blood services, who often wait outside the ward for attendants/relatives who need blood. For a fee, these brokers are often the only option from whom family members can obtain blood when it has been deemed medically necessary. Unfortunately, there is no way to ensure that these brokers provide services in a timely manner, nor is there any mechanism to ensure that these brokers provide safe blood.\(^16\)

The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared that mobile-health (mHealth) has the potential to transform the face of health service delivery across the globe.\(^17\) Recently, worldwide efforts have been undertaken to utilize mobile phone applications in health service delivery. Building on these efforts, our team endeavored to utilize innovations in mHealth to make quick access to BT a reality in Bangladesh. Our goal was to digitalize information about the location and availability of blood and make the blood acquisition process more convenient and accessible, particularly in emergency situations. In our vision, the digitalization of blood center data, and systematically linking health facilities with blood banks, would be an effective strategy in streamlining the transfusion process.

We performed an extensive review of existing published and gray literature on technology-based, blood-availability systems. Although India, Ireland, and three states in the USA have designed interventions using mobile technology to streamline the blood availability system\(^18,19\) no study has been undertaken in Bangladesh to explore this issue. The present study was undertaken to develop and implement a digitalized system called the “Blood Information Management Application” (BIMA) at a tertiary level public hospital of Bangladesh to streamline access to safe and adequate blood for emergency obstetric patients.

### Developing BIMA

The BIMA system is an online blood information management application that provides access to different blood information databases (within and outside the hospital). It captures information regarding name and location of proximate, licensed blood centers, current stock of each type of blood available in each facility, and donor list (along with blood groups and Rh typing), and it has a booking information system to reserve specific quantities and types of blood.

Figure 1 depicts the BIMA flowchart. First, a provider determined a particular patient’s need for BT in the obstetrical ward. Then, a study team research assistant (RA), who was in obstetrical ward, operated BIMA through a mobile device (Figure 2). The application allowed the RA to access the blood information databases connected with the system (the blood bank of Dhaka Medical College Hospital [DMCH] and the Sandhani blood bank). Using the BIMA information database, the RA identified the facility to be stocked with the required blood (by matching with the group) and ensured that...
the facility had the requisite number of blood units needed. After sending the request for a particular blood type, a booking identification number (ID) was simultaneously generated at both the mobile end and at the blood center. If both centers had adequate supplies of the needed blood, then the ID was generated for the center that responded more rapidly. The booking ID was visible to the blood bank personnel through the web application at his/her computer (Figure 3). This booking number along with the name and address of the blood center was provided to the patient’s relative(s) so that they could purchase the blood from the licensed blood bank.

Implementing the BIMA system
Between August 2014 and mid-October, four orientation sessions were conducted on the BIMA system and the relevant technologists at the blood centers to train providers (doctors, study RAs, Sandhani medical students). These orientation sessions served to introduce providers to the BIMA system and to address any concerns that the providers had. There were mixed responses from the technologists, and later a few showed some resistance to BIMA implementation. Additionally, all providers of each center underwent a 1-day hands-on training on the BIMA system. Refresher trainings were conducted 1 month after the start of data collection.

Materials and methods
The study was conducted between January 2014 and March 2015 in the DMCH, a 2,300 bed, tertiary-level hospital situated at Dhaka, Bangladesh. A before and after design was used to assess changes in the lag time between doctor’s advice for BT and the actual time of transfusion in the respective ward. The DMCH Blood Bank and Sandhani are the only two DMCH-affiliated (licensed) blood centers proximate to the hospital.

The sample size was calculated to test a 40% reduction in mean lag time (between doctor’s advice for BT and the actual time of receiving blood) from 2.2 hours (standard deviation [SD]: 2.63). The 2.2 hours lag time was estimated from a pilot study conducted at similar tertiary hospital in Dhaka. Using 80% power and 95% confidence intervals, and an expected 5% refusal rate, the estimated minimum numbers were 178 subjects for each before and after the intervention. This study enrolled mothers from the obstetric ward of the DMCH before (March and mid-July 2014, n=143) and after BIMA was implemented (October 2014 and January 2015, n=177). Before the introduction of the BIMA application, there was no clear system for acquiring blood; blood used for transfusion was collected mainly through multiple sources, and mainly from informal blood brokers. After BIMA was
Figure 2 Computer screenshot of blood requisition form from ward.
introduced, all blood was collected using the BIMA system. As women were not in a position to participate in the interview, due to emergency situations, this study interviewed the relatives or the attendants of women participants after taking their consent. This study experienced no refusal cases.

We employed structured questionnaires before and after introducing BIMA in order to calculate the lag time. Study RAs were placed round-the-clock at the obstetrical ward of DMCH to collect the required information from the blood centers, patients, and patient attendants.

The outcome (between doctor’s advice for BT and the actual time of receiving blood in the respective ward) was compared between the two groups – before and after the intervention. Bivariate analyses were performed using chi-square test ($X^2$) to find out the variations in the basic characteristics of the respondents selected before and after the intervention. Median time was computed instead of mean and non-parametric testing was used as the data were not normally distributed. We compared median time (minutes) in outcome variable through Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Mann–Whitney median test) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). As time data were not normally distributed, we used median regression, a non-parametric regression model/quintile regression model.20–22 This median regression model has been used to identify the implication of introducing BIMA. Median regression expresses the median of the conditional distribution of the dependent variable as a linear function of the independent variables. This method is similar to ordinary regression. Data were analyzed using SPSS v.20 and we performed median regression analysis using Stata 12 software.

**Ethical approval**

Ethical approval was obtained from both the institutional review board of International Centre for Diarrheal Disease Research, Bangladesh (icddr,b) and DMCH prior to the implementation of the study.

**Results**

**Background characteristics of mothers**

We considered 143 and 177 cases for the before and after phase of BIMA intervention, respectively. About 42% of women, in both the phases, had completed at least a secondary education. There were no statistical differences between the two populations, with both being predominantly Muslim, parity 1–2, gravida 3 or more, with at least a primary and secondary education. Unsurprisingly, O positive (+ve) blood group was found to be the most common both before (34.3%) and after (44.1%) the implementation of BIMA (Table 1).

**Differences in blood availability time**

We analyzed the median value of the time (in minutes) taken for transfusion. Time for blood collection was calculated as the difference between doctor’s advice for BT and the actual time of receiving blood in the respective ward. Figure 4 shows the overall total time of blood collection before and after the administration of BIMA. After implementing BIMA in the obstetrical ward of DMCH, the median duration for blood availability declined from 152 minutes to 122 minutes.

The major obstetric causes associated with the need for BT during the study period were PPH ($n=73$), pregnancy-induced...
hypertension (PIH) (n=20), prolonged labor (n=5), anemia (n=21), and cesarean section (n=47). For PPH, the median time of blood availability reduced from 175 minutes to 112 minutes after the introduction of BIMA. For PIH, the time declined from 245 minutes to 122 minutes (Figure 5).

Of all the reasons of BT, after the introduction of BIMA, the highest reduction in time was observed for women with PIH (before =245 minutes, after =122 minutes), followed by women with PPH (before =175 minutes, after =112.5 minutes). BIMA saved more than 2 hours (123 minutes) for PIH cases and more than 1 hour (62.5 minutes) for PPH cases.

It was possible to save about 62 minutes (more than 1 hour) for PPH patients after the introduction of BIMA in the obstetric ward of DMCH (before: 175 minutes and after 112.5 minutes) (P<0.05). For the women with prolonged labor, it took 136 minutes in the before phase, while it reduced to 120 minutes in the after phase. Also, in case of other causes that led women to BT, the time was 147 minutes in the before phase, whereas the time decreased to 130 minutes in the after phase. BIMA was also able to reduce blood availability time throughout the day (Figure 6).

Table 2 shows how BIMA has reduced the time of blood collection after adjustment with age, education status, parity of women, duty roster periods, and reasons for BT. After introducing BIMA, on an average, the delay (between decision making and BT) reduced by 24 minutes.

Discussion

This study assessed the impact of a digitalized blood bank information system on reducing the time between a doctor’s advice to collect blood and safe transfusion in a public medical college hospital in Bangladesh. The DMCH is the busiest hospital in Bangladesh, which serves a population that is predominantly poor, and many patients come from...
underprivileged socioeconomic groups. In this context, BIMA was successful in reducing the time to BT in obstetric emergencies. This study has demonstrated that with the help of BIMA, it is possible to streamline the BT process and ensure safe blood. This has clinical significance, particularly for PPH, where the BIMA system reduced the lag time for transfusion by 62 minutes.

Electronic blood donation systems have been tested in India and Bangladesh,23–25 but none of them have directly linked patients, blood banks, and hospitals. Other electronic information systems, tested in Thailand and the UK, have reduced the blood collection time significantly, but they did not follow conventional grouping and cross-matching process. Instead, they were programmed only to receive red blood cells, which is not realistic in Bangladeshi context.26–28

BIMA has documented that the highest lag time (48 minutes) was reduced during night roster, when most of the resources, and unofficial blood brokers, are usually not available or difficult to access. This is an important finding that could make hospital management optimize their resources, and BIMA could be a great help during such or similar situations (eg, during national holidays, festivals, and vacation).

Thirty-one percent of mothers still die due to PPH in Bangladesh; ensuring timely and safe BT can save their lives. This study was implemented in an urban setting, where blood banks are proximate to health facilities; this is not the case in rural areas. The proposed BIMA approach could be a solution for making access to safe BT a reality to all clients attending public hospitals in Bangladesh. However, implementing BIMA at scale will be a challenge in the existing Bangladeshi health system as most of the hospitals do not have the setup or incentive to introduce it.

**Limitations**

In some cases, the BIMA system was not as fast as the existing brokers (Dadu-informal blood brokers) in collecting blood for transfusion. It was observed in several occasions that these brokers were able to collect blood within 15–30 minutes after advice for transfusion by the doctors. This rapid collection of blood by the Dadus was far from the norm, and the head of blood transfusion department of DMCH mentioned that it usually took more than an hour for brokers to acquire blood. More alarmingly, blood provided by the Dadus does not undergo any formalized screening procedures. Any screening proof from outside the medical college hospital was questionable. In 34 cases, before the implementation of BIMA, we could not verify the blood type and screening status, and hence they were removed from the analyses. This could hamper the power of the study. After the implementation of the BIMA system, the broker group had no scope of collecting blood either from blood bank or from Sandhani. The broker system, that currently exists, needs further in-depth evaluation and mechanisms to ensure that it is providing safe blood. One possible way to do this would be to incorporate them into the BIMA system.

Data quality of the study was assured through rigorous routine field supervision and ongoing training in data collection. Broad inclusion criteria, similarity of the intervention groups at enrolment, separation of the recruitment from the evaluation team, and comprehensive follow-up helped to reduce bias in the study. The fact that our findings are internally consistent and biologically plausible with logical chronology suggests that they are reliable and representative of the target population.

**Conclusion**

Digitalization of the blood management system effectively reduced the delay in BT among the obstetric patients. BIMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>95% CI Upper</th>
<th>95% CI Lower</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>−24</td>
<td>−37.61</td>
<td>−12.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BIMA, Blood Information Management Application; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
was able to secure BT, for PPH patients, within a 2-hour period, which has clinical significance. Currently Bangladesh is moving toward electronic data collection and electronic record-keeping systems, and this study provides evidence that digitalizing blood information systems has the potential to reduce lags in transfusion time and ensures that safe blood is used. Findings of this study show that Bangladesh should take efforts to streamline all aspects of its health information systems.
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